
Learning to Learn Through Reading 
Taking Responsibility 



● 1 (a) How can become a more responsible student?

● 1 (b) How do I retrieve key information from texts in 
order to help me understand them better



1 (a) How can I become a more responsible student 
in English?

Let’s start with this question...



Responsibility

What are the connotations of this word for you?

Spend time annotating this 
word in your workbook to 
think about the meaning it 
has for you.



Discuss

Let’s work as a group and each give 
one of our ideas. 

What does the word responsibility 
mean to you? 

Record any ideas that are different to 
your own in your workbook. They may 
be useful later and this will help you to 
listen to others. 



What would a responsible student in English look, act and sound like? 

Spend time annotating this 
student in your workbook. 
Can we describe a 
responsible student in as 
much detail as possible?



Using our ideas, how will you be a responsible student today? 

use your notes to make a target for being responsible. 

Record your target in your 
workbook. 



1 (b) How do I retrieve key information from texts in 
order to help me understand them better?

Let’s use our understanding of being a responsible student in 
English as we practise our reading skill. 

Let’s move onto this question: 



Read the African folk tale The Birds and the Tortoise which is printed in your 
workbook. You may wish to read it through once and then read it again 
asking who, what, where, when, how and why? To get a better 
understanding of the story. This is active reading. In this second read 
through, you are retrieving information to better understand the story. 

Big question: Is the 
tortoise a responsible 
character? 



Retrieval

What do you know about this word? Have you heard it before?  



Discuss
The following questions are all 
retrieval questions that you might 
find on a test. 

How might each question help you 
to understand the text better when 
you answer it? 

Record your ideas in your workbook. 
Also, record any ideas that are different 
to your own in your workbook. They 
may be useful later and this will help 
you to listen to others. 



Answer the retrieval questions about the story The Birds and 
the Tortoise (activity 3c in your workbook). 

Think about how answering these questions improves your 
understanding of the text. 



Now that we have a great understanding of the story, let’s return to our big 
question: Is the tortoise a responsible character?
First, Compare the tortoise with your image of a responsible student in English. 
Next, write three sentences that show their differences or similarities. Use 
information that you have retrieved from the text and your work on 
responsibility to support your answer. 



Tortoise Responsible Student 

Does not think about the effect of his actions on 
others

Considers the effect of their actions on other 
people

Example comparison:



Example comparison: 

The tortoise is not responsible as he does not consider the effect of eating the feast; 
whereas, a responsible student would this about how their actions could affect the rest 
of their class. 



How do you hope to make a 
fresh start, take responsibility 

and achieve well this year?


